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photograv will upload images taken by
gigapan into a torrent. it uses this torrent to
be able to serve those images from a web
server. the website is ready to use and you
don't have to do anything except rename
the images. the trick is that images will be

reorganized according to their original order
(the images were taken in that order). this
way, all images are accessible in a logical
order. gigapan images are saved as jpeg

files. they are compressed using jpegoptim,
sometimes resulting in extremely small files

(1000kbps - 2000kbps). this can have a
negative impact on your upload
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performance. if you are sure that there will
not be many users uploading images on a
given torrent, you can stop jpegoptim from

compressing your images. this will allow
you to upload images faster, but the images
will not be fully optimized. @update 1.1.0.0
to use this plug-in as an example you have

to save this xml example file as
'photograv30torrentfile.xml' (for example in
the [plugins/] folder of your yaml file). the

example xml below can be used for testing.
file versioning system is not used. the

example xml file is only shown here for
convenience reasons entries in the

photograv30torrentfile vector. by default,
photograv30torrentfile uses the same units
as the scale values of the drawsvg library.

this vector library contains vectors with
different units.

paper.plot('photograv30torrentfile',
['colors': ['e00', 'e25', 'e50', 'e75', 'e90',

'e95'], ['transparency': 0.5], ['height': 2.0] ])
the units of the vectors are arbitrary and

can thus be used to create different effects.
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one can imagine using a vector to draw an
alphabet:

Photograv30torrentfile

aecosim building designer connect edition
connect application is the industry’s only
multimodel bim application that allows

architects, designers, engineers, builders,
and many other users, can model, analyze,
manipulate, assemble, and compare parts

and materials. the connect technologies can
help sales, engineering, and even

manufacturing professionals collaborate
more efficiently to support the ever-

changing needs of the evolving design
process. connect, provides a model-driven

platform that supports collaborative design,
reduces the use of specialized skills and

tools, and ultimately saves resources. this
unique modeling environment has been
designed to provide the same level of

flexibility and productivity for every user of
aecosim building designer, even as bim
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becomes mainstream and new digital
workflows emerge. aecosim building

designer connect edition is the only building
design and engineering application in the

world to have the capability to create
models based on site, floor, and office

views. it provides the context of the site
and building that relates to the built asset –
the place where people live and work. the

information and data collected in this
context form the basis for the aecosim
building designer connect environment.

parameters parameterdescriptionrequired
filepath full path to file on disk, used to

check file size and creation date. yes, but
no need to fill it filesize size of file. yes, but

no need to fill it filecreationdate created
date. yes, but no need to fill it agent path to
an agent file containing: yes, but no need to

fill it timeoutms time after which, the
torrent is considered dead. yes, but no need

to fill it longpollintervalms interval in
milliseconds between checks to long poll.

yes, but no need to fill it
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autocheckdurationms interval in
milliseconds between checks to

automatically check status of the torrent.
yes, but no need to fill it bunset set unset if

values are cleared on startup. no
5ec8ef588b
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